ACTIVITY KRAZY KRITZEL,
For 3 to 10 players, age 8+
no. 606373

Available: Europe (except UK, Ireland)

Paint a house and let others guess what it is – nothing easier
than that? You probably have not tried to scribble it on a board
on your forehead yet…
You like our Activity games? You will love this one!
Enjoy the ultimate fun of this new version where drawing or
rather scribbling becomes a new meaning. Take the challenge of
picturing a word mirror-inverted and without being able to see
your own creation right in front of your own head. More than
1.000 new words will guarantee many hours of fun and
creativity!

WIENER WALZER
For 2 to 5 players, age 8+
no. 635878
Author: Reiner Knizia

Available: Ö, D, CH, F, HU, CZ, SK, PL, RUS

Have you ever spent a glittering night at a ball? If so you will
know that there are only two things that matter. Who dances
with whom and who manages to grab the best pieces from the
buffet!
This charming family game sets you in a classic atmosphere of a
Viennese ball night. Waltz is playing, illustrious guests are
dancing in a grand palace and the buffet is offering all kinds of
fancy foods.

SPLATTO
For 2 to 4 players, age 6+
Available: Ö, D, CH, F, HU, CZ, SK, SLO
no. 635977
Author: Garret J. Donner & Michael S. Steer
Are you the type of player who really does not like to see your
opponents win? There is an easy way to prevent that- Smash
them!
D

A funny family game that will not keep you on your seats for
long. Use your creative skills to build some nice playing figures
and play clever to sweep the others off the board! Fun for the
whole family is guaranteed!

BISON
For 2 players, age 8+
no. 649042
Author: Alexander Randolph

Available: Europe

Back in the times of the wild west the plains of
America were still populated by native
Americans and herds of Bison – both of which
seeking to keep their territory for themselves.
Choose your role and try to conquer the ground
of the other party.
This speedy tactical game can be a real
brainteaser. Develop clever strategies, every
round is different. You won’t be able to stop!

SCHATTENMEISTER
For 3 to 6 players, age 8+
no. 635397
Author: Wolfgang Warsch

Available: worldwide

Do you remember shadowplay on the wall as a child ? Two
fingers can create an animal, a flower, a monster or a whole
world of fantasy. Let your imagination flow and find out what
hides in the shadows.
This family game discloses a new dimension of shadowplay. The
sophisticated setting of the game allows you to display several
shadows in one mysterious formation. Is there an apple ? Or is it
the head of the turtle ? A challenge for shadowmasters..

COOL AM POOL
For 2 to 4 players, age 8+
no. 635274
Author: Hartwig Jakubik

Available: Ö, D, CH, F, HU, CZ, SK, PL

Summer holidays.. sunshine.. pool.. time to enjoy.. time to
relax.. RELAX?!? No way! How can anybody be cool at the pool
without having reserved the best sun lounger right in the front
row? Get up early, reserve the best places with your towel and if
you are too late do not hesitate to steal reserved sunbeds. Who
cares about other towels if there is no person lying there?
This witty family game will bring some summer holiday
memories back for sure. Dare your luck and bring in some clever
strategy – to be really cool at the pool!

YANGTZE
For 2 to 4 players, age 8+
no. 635694
Author: Reiner Knizia

Available: Ö, D, CH, F, HU, CZ, SK, PL, I, RUS

Did you ever dream of being a tycoon or pictured yourself truly
rich and powerful? Find out if you have the heart of a
tradesman..
Centuries ago in China, Yangtze River was a popular trading
place. Take over the role of one of the merchants, buy goods,
sell them for good prices and improve your power by clever
investments in harbours, fortresses, market halls or warehouses.
It is understood that the richest player will win the game!
Enjoy the new member of our light strategy family games!

MONSTARS
For 2 to 4 players, age 5+
no. 639975
Author: Jonathan Larkin

Available: Europe, RUS

There is no business like show business.. When the spotlights go
on everything has to be perfect. The race is on to put your
Monstars in their true light..
This charming family game offers several ways of playing training
memory and fast reaction. Eyes, mouths, legs, horns,.. all
Monstars look a little different. Can you remember the details
and be the first to complete the right one? Use the new feature
of transparent cards to replicate your Monstar!

FRUIT MIX
For 2 to 8 players, age 6+
no. 658105
Author: Péter Szöllösi

Available: Ö, D, CH, SLO, F, HU, CZ, SK, PL, RO, Benelux

Even the first apple in garden Eden turned out to be much more
than it seemed at first glance..
These juicy little fruit family game is as amazingly simple as
entertaining and has a lot to offer. Depending on the number of
players, the card game can be a brain burner, a tactical game or
a funny party game. Try your tactical skills and memory and
collect as many points as possible by compiling fruit sequences.

FLADERANTI
For 3 to 6 players, age 8+
no. 658501
Author: Richard de Rijk

Available: Ö, D, HU, CZ, SK

Crime doesn’t pay!
Crime doesn’t pay? Well, that only depends on your ability to escape..
Fladeranti is a fast and funny family card game. Try if you are fit for a life
as gangster! Of course, the cops are chasing the thieves and the one who
stole most is the first on their list. Therefore, it is essential to “donate”
your loot to the competition; right up until you actually will get into the
getaway car and escape.
A fast playing card game with high interaction and increasing tension as
the game progresses. Will you get away with the most money?

GOCKOLA
For 2 to 4 players, age 6+
no. 658402
Authors: Chislaine van den Bulk & Kristel Kleijer & Kathalijn Vergeer

Available: Ö, D, HU, CZ, SK

There is not only rumble in the jungle also the rooster in the stable
become nervous when a male rival appears..
Life on this funny farm is never boring. Everything could be peaceful as
long as you have one male and as many females as possible for each
stable. If there weren’t some nice neighbours stealing your prized cow
or dumping elephants on your barn..
Enjoy this furious cardgame where all players play at the same time –
and don’t forget to take care of the mad cow or the crazy horse !

KARAWANIX
For 2 to 4 players, age 5+
no. 704642

Available:

Leading a caravan of camels through the desert
seems to be a boring task. Well, not with these
camels..
This funny children game trains all senses and
language while you do not even notice that you are
learning. Enjoy playing the latest development of
the team of speech therapists that already proofed
training can be fun with the successful games
Grimassimix and Raketofix!

TILL EULENSPIEGEL
For 2 to 4 players, age 4+
no. 606793
Authors: Reinhard & Erwin Pichler

Available: Europe

Do you know Till Eulenspiegel? He was a scallywag famous for
mean tricks he played on his fellows. One of the stories about
him tells about the day when he stretched a rope between 2
houses telling people he wanted to show them a special trick
he would need all their shoes for. He collected them, put them
in a bag and threw them down from the rope so everybody
had to find his pair in a big pile. While people were made at
him he died laughing..
Enjoy this cheeky games compendium offering many ways of
playing!

SPOOKY WOOKY
For 2 to 6 players, age 5+
no. 609596
Author: Reiner Knizia

Available: Ö, D, CH, F, HU, CZ, SK, SLO, PL, BG

On the attic, the race is on! The little ghost kids swish up and
down but they have not learned being a ghost yet and
boisterous as they are they often rip their clothes on all kinds
of things up there.
Mummy ghost stays cool when her little ghosties are running
riot. She just mends their cloths with various fabric remnants.
Help her catch as many of the little rascals as possible and win
the game!

MUCKINOS
For 2 to 4 players, age 5+
no. 606595
Author: Manfred Ludwig

Available: worldwide

The Muckinos are small imps living in the magic wood. They are
a peeeeaceful lot, sleeping all day long and most of the night.
Getting along with them is very easy; there is only one thing you
have to keep in mind. Never ever wake them up!
In this exciting race and memory game children have to cross the
magic wood. Be the first to reach the other end and always
remember – don’t wake the Muckinos..

PRESTO PRESTO
For 2 to 6 players, age 7+
no. 658099
Authors: Bernhard Lach & Uwe Rapp

Available: worldwide

Presto! Presto! Quick reactivity is in demand when
you play this game! But speed is not everything..
It looks quite simple to find a word for the easy
images on the cards. A watch, a shoe, a plane.. Is it
that easy? Well it could also be a wristwatch, a
sneaker or an airplane.. Find 7 cards and define the
right term in alphabetical order. There is no way to
change when you put them on the table and time is
running!!
Enjoy this funny and action-packed family game, a
perfect training challenge for abecedarians.

ABSOLUTELY ENGLISH NEW
For 2 to 16 players, age 12+
no. 620041
Authors: Fay MacSween + Kelly James

Available: worldwide

Absolutely English! is a quiz game which
challenges you to engage with the
language. During the game you will speak,
hear, read and write English.
The game offers 5 levels of difficulty and no
matter what your level everyone has a
chance to win! With over 1000 questions,
variety and interaction are guranteed – for
children as well as adults.
Absolutely English! encourages you to think
about the language, making you aware of
your strengths and the areas you might still
have to work on. It´s a motivating and
entertaining way to improve your knowledge of the language!
The game has English rules and uses standard British English

